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Abstract. Due to the popularity of link-based applications, one of the most im-
portant issues in web searching is how to retrieve information effectively from 
multiple sources. Consider Wikipedia as an example; users browse content by 
following hyperlinks from one page to another. A regular hyperlink states that 
there are some relationships between the two pages. Search engines like Google 
successfully use this type of information to rank pages in keyword search  
scenarios. Wikipedia can go even beyond that as a link is interpreted as the se-
mantic relations between two concepts described within articles. Search engines 
and web-based, free-content encyclopedias have become key tools for finding 
and extracting useful information from the tremendous amounts of data that are 
available online. We extended our previous application, WNavis, by integrating 
the search function with the term and semantic path suggestion techniques for 
aggregated searches. Note that research into aggregated searches (integrated 
searches) addresses the issues of presenting to users a result list with informa-
tion from various websites and media types. Accordingly, the WikiMap#  
application, extended from our previous application, WNavis, was developed. 
Finally, we proposed our preliminary research design and extended evaluation 
measures in this study. 

Keywords: Aggregated Search, Interactive Information Retrieval, Information 
Visualization, Semantic Paths. 

1 Introduction 

Search engines and web-based, free-content encyclopedias have become key tools for 
finding and extracting useful information from the tremendous amounts of data that 
are available online. Recently, the interfaces of IR systems (IRs) with various types of 
information visualization (IV) tools have been designed to help users search and ex-
plore information from the Web, digital libraries, etc. more effectively [7]. Research 
into aggregated searches (integrated searches) addresses the issue of presenting users 
with a result list with information from various websites and media types [14]. 

In this study, the WikiMap# application, extended from our previous application, 
WNavis, was developed by integrating the search function for aggregated search  
results from multiple information sources. The WikiMap# application consists of two 
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IV tools: a topic network (TN) and a topic-based hierarchy tree (HT). In addition, it 
has a search tool with term suggestions. Generally, the interactions between the user 
and the different IV tools in the provided interfaces depend on the user's knowledge 
and the tasks and goals. Additional recent studies regarding the evaluation of HCIR 
systems have shifted focus to the perspective of the search process, which includes 
user engagement [11], time-based gain [1], and learning as a function of exploration 
time [13]. Marchionini (2006) [10] points out that there is an emerging demand  
for designing interactive user interfaces with the lessons from human information 
behavior to create the new types of search systems. He calls the new field human-
computer information retrieval (HCIR). That is, information retrieval (IR) and  
human-computer interaction (HCI) are related fields that aim to help users explore the 
large scale of Web data and continuously control the search process. In recent years, 
the interactive IR (IIR), which focuses on users’ behaviors and their interactions with 
systems and information, has become an important issue in IR [9]. 

Actually, establishing a set of reliable metrics is an emerging topic in interactive 
studies that could be critical to the development of effective HCIR [16][18]. Howev-
er, there are only a few existing studies that examine the extent to how the use of each 
IV support tool and multiple information sources has contributed to successful explo-
ration of subject knowledge from aggregated search results. Vakkari et al. (2010) [16] 
point out that the goals of the IIR or HCIR system should be identified initially so that 
the measurement for evaluating system-provided features can then be inferred from 
those goals. Based on the introduction of research backgrounds, we will define the 
goal and the outputs and outcomes of the tools and design search tasks for measure-
ment of whether the proposed tools can guide users toward attaining the goals during 
the search process [16][21]. The outputs are the products delivered by the search tool, 
and the outcomes are the benefits the search tool provides to the user [15]. Evaluating 
only the outputs is insufficient to reflect the aims of the search tools and explain the 
search behaviors of the users [6] [16]. We will also consider the outcomes provided 
by the tools of the system, or conceptualizing differently, the benefits searchers derive 
by using the tools observed. 

2 WikiMap#: The Aggregated Search Interface 

2.1 The Interfaces with Associated Tools 

We developed two interfaces: WNavis, and WikiMap#. The WNavis application con-
sists of three IV tools: a topic network (TN), a topic-based hierarchy tree (HT), and 
topic summaries [20]. The WikiMap# application consists of two IV tools: a TN, and a 
topic-based HT. In addition, it has an integrated search function with term and seman-
tic path suggestions. The tools and the information sources for each interface are 
shown in Table I. 

IV Tools in Both Interfaces: We propose a link strength-based (LS-based) hybrid 
measure, i.e., an internal link-based semantic topic network analysis measure for  
con structing a topic network with stronger semantic relationships. We utilized the  
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Table 1. IV Tools and Information Sources for Each Interface 

 Wikipedia.com WNavis WikiMap# 
Tools None Topic Map (TM), Hie-

rarchy Tree (HT) 
Topic Map (TM), Hierarchy
Tree (HT), Google Search
with Term Suggestion, Seman-
tic Path Suggestion 

Information 
Sources 

Articles on Wikipedia Articles on Wikipedia Articles on Wikipedia, Web
pages 

Normalized Google Distance algorithm [4] to quantify the strength of the semantic 
relationships between articles in the topic network via key terms. The goal of the topic 
map (TM) tool is to help users find the major concepts of a topic and identify rela-
tionships between these major concepts easily. Furthermore, we aim to group articles 
in order to generate a hierarchy tree (HT) based on the structure of the topic network. 
Technically, we employed the k-clique technique of the cohesive measure, i.e., in the 
social network analysis (SNA) to cluster the articles of the topic network. To help 
users search for information, the interface applies centrality-based and cohesive 
measures in the SNA to highlight the important nodes of the TM. Accordingly, two 
IV tools—a TM, and a topic-based HT—are developed in the proposed applications. 

The Search Tool with Additional Suggestion Functions in the WikiMap# Inter-
face: To support users in searching for needed information, the interface will give the 
suggested terms, suggested semantic paths, and then revise the queries based on the 
users’ feedback behaviors. To integrate the WikiMap# with the search function, we 
use Google AJAX Search API to implement the search function. It first obtains users’ 
initial queries, sends them to the search API, and in turn receives more search results 
from web pages to present to the user. In addition, the system will offer the term sug-
gestion function to help users revise queries. To take advantage of the relevance feed-
back (RF) technique for better term suggestion, we will adopt the RF algorithm to 
calculate the weights of terms for iterative query reformulation. With regard to the 
semantic paths mining and suggestions, we will utilize the constrained-based spread-
ing activation (CSA) process to mine and infer upon the semantic paths of the net-
work. We will measure the strength of the explicit and implicit relationships between 
two objects on Wikipedia by considering three factors: distance, degree, and topic. 
We will explore how the interactive search technique with the aid of the terms and 
semantic path suggestion process might help users search for subject knowledge pre-
cisely and efficiently. We will evaluate the effects of aggregating search results for 
helping users to search subject knowledge. For example, we may determine specifi-
cally-whether some of the information sources are suitable at a particular information- 
seeking stage, e.g., Wikipedia as an introductory source in the early stages of informa-
tion seeking. 

2.2 The WikiMap# Interface 

The WikiMap# interface provides the topic map (TM), which is generated from articles 
of Wikipedia, as shown in Figure 1(a). The TM uses the yellow node as the center  
to the outside, although the links and nodes can extend to a variety of subthemes. 
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3 Empowering the Search Process: Term and Path Suggestions 

3.1 The Social Network Analysis-Based Term Suggestion Process 

Users usually use simple and short queries in their search tasks. Generally, they could 
not completely express their information needs by queries or by selecting the options 
provided from the systems. Thus, we ought to provide term suggestion service for 
assisting users engaged in the search tasks. Term suggestion could help users refine 
queries and find the needed information via a series of relevance feedback processes. 
For example, if users want to search for “Jaguar animal,” but they use only “Jaguar” 
as their initial query, the system lists a series of results about “Jaguar cars.” However, 
according to the system with the function of term suggestions, users would be 
prompted to enter “animal” to revise the original query; then they could have the re-
sults which are related to Jaguar, the animal. In this interface, once a query (topic) is 
given by the user, the system can automatically infer relevant articles (nodes) for a 
specific topic via the link relationships between nodes in the topic network. Then the 
suggested terms are listed on the interface for assisting the user in conducting the 
further search process. Note that the terms are extracted from summaries of important 
nodes that are relevant to the specific topic. 

SNA-Based Summaries: According to Wu, and Lin (2012) [20], the steps for gene-
rating a summary are: (1) pre-process the source articles (from Wikipedia); (2) parse 
the articles into terms and calculate the weight of each term; (3) select the terms based 
on the feature set; (4) calculate the sentence scores; (5) generate summaries from the 
top-N sentences; and (6) apply relevant novelty sentence (RNS) metrics to filter sen-
tences and then resort them based on the order of the sentences in the original articles. 
After generating the summaries, we used them to generate the initial suggested terms. 
We counted the term frequency of the selected relevant summaries, and listed out the 
top ten terms as initial suggested terms. The details of an SNA-based article summari-
zation technique can be found in [20]. 

SNA-Based Term Suggestions: Accordingly, a query expansion with a term  
reweighting approach is proposed for supporting further relevance feedback on re-
trieved web pages. A refinement of term suggestions is also presented in the interface. 
The entire search process is illustrated in Figure 2. Note that we link the WikiMap#  -  
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Fig. 3. Search process with the aid of SNA-based term suggestions 
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application with the Terrie information retrieval platform. Terrie is a robust open 
source software for large scale IR projecta as well as a state-of-the-art test-bed for 
research and experimentation in the IR area [12]. We will utilize the Language Model 
and query expansion classes offered by the Terrier IR system to do the index and 
retrieve tasks. Figure 2 shows the overview of the search process with RF function. 
Operationally, the users give the initial query in Wikipedia, and the system generates 
a topic network for the specified topic and then utilizes the summaries to infer a list of 
keywords. These keywords are used for term suggestions to help users revise queries. 
The system would take the keyword that users have chosen to the search module, and 
the module would take advantage of the Google search engine and return more infor-
mation back to the users iteratively.  We utilized the query expansion (QE) class 
supported by the Terrier IR platform to suggest terms, i.e., the terms with high 
weights for each run of query expansion. By doing so, the user would find needed 
information by interaction with the system. 

3.2 The CSA-Based Path Suggestions 

Identifying user information needs is a challenge and critical task for an interactive 
search. Term suggestion is one of the IR techniques to help users refine queries and 
may provide comprehensive aids for users if the suggested terms are well organized. In 
this study, we further propose the idea of path suggestions to help users understand  
the relationship between terms via articles. Thus, we propose a subject knowledge 
inference approach for identifying nodes with strong semantic relationships in subject-
oriented, encyclopedia-based semantic networks. We utilize the constrained-based 
spreading activation (CSA) process to infer from the semantic paths of the network [5]. 
Accordingly, a CSA-based framework will be constructed for finding semantic paths 
from the topic network. We will focus on measuring relationships between pairs of 
objects (i.e., article pages) on the topic network constructed from page articles on  
Wikipedia. Both the direct and implicit relationships between articles on Wikipedia are 
identified. The explicit relationship means there is a direct link between the two ar-
ticles. The implicit relationship is represented by a link structure containing two ob-
jects [22]. An implicit relationship may consist of many strong explicit relationships. 
We will measure the strength of explicit and implicit relationships between two objects 
on Wikipedia by three factors: distance, degree, and topic, based on the operations of a 
CSA process. That is, we will explore if these three factors can improve the quality of 
the inference results when compared to the baseline (SA) approach. 

Wikipedia consists of a set of articles and hyperlinks among which can be ex-
pressed as a topic network (V, E). That is, we define the Wikipedia topic network as 
that whose vertices are articles of Wikipedia and whose edges are links between ar-
ticles. Basically, V is a set of objects (articles) and an edge (v, v) ∈E exists if and 
only if object v∈ V. Furthermore, if the topic network with path flow TP={ V,E, s, ω, 
δ} is the topic network (V, E) with the starting point s ∈V, the weight ω  between 
articles that are derived from the link strength (LS) value. After the cycles of activa-
tion process, each node will be updated its own activation value, δ. We focus on the 
concepts of the proposed CSA-based approach to infer from the semantic paths of  
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the network but skip the detail of the operation process of the approach due to the 
limitation of pages. As we stated previously, we consider three factors, which are 
distance, degree, and topics, in this preliminary study. We introduce the rationale for 
having the three factors briefly below. 

• Distance Factor: The longer the distance between two objects, the weaker the 
relationship between the source and the destination nodes. Thus, we design a dis-
tance decay function to degrade the importance of the nodes which are far away 
from the starting node of the path.  

• Degree Factor: The path will become small if a popular object exists in a path. We 
consider the outlink of the object. If an article has too many outlinks, it could be an 
index article. Thus, we design a decay function to degrade its importance within 
the path. 

• Topic Factor: We consider that if the two nodes are within the same topic, they 
will have a higher level of relationship. Thus, we design the “topic grow” parame-
ter to increase the relationship between nodes. 
By considering the three factors, we believe that mining elucidatory objects and 

representing the results in paths will help users explore relationships between con-
cepts. The extended experiments for evaluating the methods will be conducted in our 
future works. 

4 The Research Design and the Extended Evaluation Measures 

4.1 The Research Design 

We want to evaluate whether the two proposed interfaces, WNavis, and WikiMap#, 
help participants to find more precise answers compared to the traditional Wikipedia 
interface. In the task design, all the search tasks are related to Knowledge Manage-
ment (KM) and Information Retrieval (IR). There are four kinds of tasks designed to 
reflect the aims of the constructed navigation tools for Wikipedia. We could not lean 
on standardized search tasks; therefore, we inferred the tasks from the goals of the 
tools designed. Thus, we follow our recent research  to do research design [21].  

Tasks 1 and 2 are designed to measure if the users can (1) identify the relationship 
between concepts correctly and in a timely manner (Tasks 1 and 2). We examine both 
direct (explicit) and indirect (implicit) relationships between the concepts. The expli-
cit relationship means that the users can find the answers via the main page or the 
links on the main page. The implicit relationship means that the users cannot find  
the answers directly from the main page or that the users can find the answers via the 
main page or the links of the main page. Tasks 3 and 4 are designed to investigate 
whether the proposed tool (2) supports users in finding correct answers (Tasks 3  
and 4). The visual organization tool with additional content information in the devel-
oped interface aims to help users gain topical knowledge via the links. Our optimal 
goal is to help searchers to learn more about the topic with the aid of these tools. 

Identifying user information needs is a challenge and critical task for an interactive 
search. In this study, we aim to find out to what extent the use of the navigation  
support tools contribute to successful exploration of topics. That is, the outputs and 
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outcomes of the proposed tools in WNavis and WikiMap# will be evaluated [15]. We 
suppose that the outcome of the developed tools is the users’ increased ability to iden-
tify more relationships between important concepts in a shorter amount of time and an 
increase in their topical knowledge. The output will be improved correctness of an-
swers. In summary, the expected outcomes of WNavis and WikiMap# compared to the 
traditional Wikipedia interface are: 

Less Time for Identifying Relationships between Important Concepts Correctly 
(Outcome 1): If the participants use less time to find the answers via the developed 
tools, this time period indicates that the tool helps them identify more efficiently the 
relationship between concepts. 

Higher Gain for Identifying Relationships between Important Concepts (Out-
come 2): We define the metric gain as Eq. (1). That is, we measure how much cost 
will receive the benefits via the interface to identify relationships between important 
concepts. If the participants achieve higher gain via the interface, it indicates that the 
IV tools or the search tool can help them to identify relationships between important 
concepts to get more correct answers in an efficient way. 

Gain= ⁄       (1)

Fewer Traversal Articles (Shorter Path, Outcome 3): The shorter the path to find 
the answers, the more effective it is to find the relationship between important con-
cepts with the help of the tools. 

Less Time for Finding Topical Knowledge Correctly (Outcome 4): If the partici-
pants use less time to find the answers to the set of questions that are related to a topic 
by using the developed tools, the time indicates that the tools help in finding topical 
knowledge more rapidly. In addition, the participants have an overview of the subtop-
ics for a KM or IR topic, which supports faster growth of topical knowledge and, 
therefore, faster arrival at correct answers.  

Higher Gain for Finding Topical Knowledge (Outcome 5): Similar to outcome 2, 
we measure how much cost will receive the benefits via the interfaces to find topical 
knowledge. If the participants achieve higher gain via the interfaces, it indicates that 
the IV tools or search tool help them to find topical knowledge more efficiently and 
gain it in more effective ways.  

Time Use and the Scores of Correct Answers Are Indicators of the Learning  
of topical Knowledge and, Therefore, the Construing of a Correct Answer  
(Outcome 6): Since we provide visual organizations of the articles for topical  
knowledge, we expect that they help users to learn the topic during exploration and, 
therefore, construe a correct answer. 

4.2 The Evaluation Process 

The evaluation process included a pretest, selection of subjects, task execution on 
interfaces, a post–questionnaire, and the tagging and coding of usage behavior. It is 
introduced as below. 
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Pretest and Selecting Subjects: Each subject’s English proficiency should be above 
average. The English abilities were measured according to the scores of TOEIC, 
TOEFL, or entry examination of a university in Taiwan. We asked them about their 
experiences using Wikipedia and their confidence level in searching for information. 
In addition, all of the subjects should have taken or are taking KM or IR courses. 

Task Execution for Interface Evaluations: Thirty participants at the Department of 
Information Management at Fu-Jen Catholic University (Taipei) perform the search 
tasks during the evaluation. To make sure participants understand how to use the new 
interface with multi-functions, we set a “Practice” button for them so that they could 
use the interface during the tutorial process. The whole evaluation process, including 
the tutorial, took about one hour to complete. We assigned the interface randomly to 
each participant for accomplishing the assigned tasks (topics). Note that we monitored 
the users’ on-screen behaviors and keyboard/mouse inputs during the search process 
through Morae software. It facilitates the observation of usage behaviors in each tool 
of the interface. Moreover, We will adopt zero-order state transition matrices and 
maximal repeating patterns (MRP) to analyze users’ sequences of moves made by 
searchers [19]. 

Search Behaviors Tagging and Analyzing: At the end of the evaluation, subjects 
were asked to fill out a questionnaire. Finally, we tag every subject’s behaviors during 
the task performance according to the event coding sheet, as shown in Table 2. We 
analyzed the frequencies of using each tool in the interface and record the search time. 
The progress of their search behaviors were recorded as video files. We will analyze 
how the users adopt the IV tools and the search tool to find the answers and how these 
actions connect to their task performance. 

Table 2. The coding sheet 

10 subjects for each interface Interfaces:  Wikipedia /  WNavis  / WikiMap# 

Events Frequency Time (Sec.) 

Wikipedia,  WNavis  ,WikiMap+ 
Use Internal Links   
Web Page Opening   

WNavis  ,WikiMap+ 
Use Topic Map ( Zoom in and Zoom out the network)   
Click the Topic Node to Open an Article   
Click the Class Tree to Open an Article   

WikiMap+ 
Use the Search Tool   

Click Search Result   

Browse Search Result   

Use Blue-Node Topic to Generate Suggested Terms   

Use Suggested Terms   

Use Suggested Paths   

Average Keywords   
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Post-questionnaires: We asked the particintpas to describe their experiences after 
having used the three interfaces to perform the assigned tasks. Basically, we designed 
the questions to reflect our expected outcome of the developed interfaces compared to 
the traditional Wikipedia. We designed the questions to measure the effectiveness and 
usefulness of the systems. We utilized Kelly et al.’s (2008)[9] and Wu and Vakkari’s 
(2014) [21] studies to design the questionnaire from the three aspects of ease of use, 
effectiveness, and satisfaction. Then we adopted Bron et al.’s (2013) [3] work to eva-
luate the search effectiveness of the WikiMap# interface.  

5 Conclusions and Future Works 

In this study, we extended our previous application, WNavis, by integrating the search 
function for aggregated search results from multiple information sources. According-
ly, the WikiMap# application, extended from our previous application, was developed. 
We aimed to design the interactive, task-based evaluation method to discover to what 
extent the use of navigation support tools contributed to successful exploration of 
topics. To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed interface, we designed a series of 
user-oriented search tasks and proposed the extended evaluation measures to examine 
how the developed tools support exploratory searching. A series of evaluations were 
conducted based on the user-oriented search tasks and the extended evaluation meas-
ures. In the future, we will analyze the evaluation results. Furthermore, we will ex-
plore how the level of the learner’s subject knowledge influences the search process 
and task outcome and how this is connected to the developed information visualiza-
tion (IV) tools and the search tool, and then we will aggregate the search results for 
successful searches.  
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